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East of Eden Hachette Books
This classic novel has been
abridged and then carefully
adapted into 10 consecutive
illustrated chapters with preview
questions, comprehension
questions and student activities
for building comprehension and
strengthening vocabulary. The
audio CD includes a word-for-
word reading directly from the
chapter pages in the book broken
into 10 chapters with exciting
sound effects.
Paradise Lost Scholastic
Inc.
Traces the unlikely
friendship of a wealthy
Afghan youth and a
servant's son in a tale

that spans the final days
of Afghanistan's
monarchy through the
atrocities of the present
day.
Omnibus III Veritas Press
Frankenstein is a scientist
obsessed with creating life.
Frankenstein tells how he
makes a living person.
Disgusted by what he has
created he leaves his monster,
but a terrifying chain of events
has begun... TreeTops
Classics are adapted and
abridged versions of classic
stories to enrich and extend
children's reading
experiences.
Volney's Ruins Saddleback
Educational Publishing
A masterpiece of Biblical
scope, and the magnum opus
of one of America’s most
enduring authors, in a
commemorative hardcover
edition In his journal, Nobel
Prize winner John Steinbeck

called East of Eden "the first
book," and indeed it has the
primordial power and simplicity
of myth. Set in the rich
farmland of California's Salinas
Valley, this sprawling and often
brutal novel follows the
intertwined destinies of two
families—the Trasks and the
Hamiltons—whose generations
helplessly reenact the fall of
Adam and Eve and the
poisonous rivalry of Cain and
Abel. The masterpiece of
Steinbeck’s later years, East
of Eden is a work in which
Steinbeck created his most
mesmerizing characters and
explored his most enduring
themes: the mystery of identity,
the inexplicability of love, and
the murderous consequences
of love's absence. Adapted for
the 1955 film directed by Elia
Kazan introducing James
Dean, and read by thousands
as the book that brought
Oprah’s Book Club back, East
of Eden has remained vitally
present in American culture for
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over half a century.
Of Beetles & Angels
Penguin
A young girl banishes
her fear of monsters
by imagining a series
of questions and
answers that make the
ghoulish seem
foolish.

Monster Galore Park
This New York Times
bestselling novel
from acclaimed
author Walter Dean
Myers tells the
story of Steve
Harmon, a teenage
boy in juvenile
detention and on
trial. Presented as
a screenplay of
Steve's own
imagination, and
peppered with
journal entries,
the book shows how
one single decision
can change our
whole lives.
Monster is a multi-
award-winning,
provocative coming-
of-age story that
was the first-ever
Michael L. Printz
Award recipient, an
ALA Best Book, a
Coretta Scott King
Honor selection,
and a National Book
Award finalist.
Monster is now a

major motion picture
called All Rise and
starring Jennifer
Hudson, Kelvin
Harrison, Jr., Nas,
and A$AP Rocky. The
late Walter Dean
Myers was a
National Ambassador
for Young People’s
Literature, who was
known for his
commitment to
realistically
depicting kids from
his hometown of
Harlem.
READY TO TEACH
Yearling
For fans of Old
Yeller and Shiloh,
Where the Red Fern
Grows is a beloved
classic that captures
the powerful bond
between man and man’s
best friend. This
special edition
includes new
material, including a
note to readers from
Newbery Medal winner
and Printz Honor
winner Clare
Vanderpool, a letter
from Wilson Rawls to
aspiring writers,
original jacket
artwork, and more.
Billy has long dreamt
of owning not one,
but two dogs. So when
he’s finally able to
save up enough money

for two pups to call
his own—Old Dan and
Little Ann—he’s
ecstatic. It’s true
that times are tough,
but together they’ll
roam the hills of the
Ozarks. Soon Billy
and his hounds become
the finest hunting
team in the valley.
Stories of their
great achievements
spread throughout the
region, and the
combination of Old
Dan’s brawn, Little
Ann’s brains, and
Billy’s sheer will
seems unbeatable. But
tragedy awaits these
determined
hunters—now
friends—and Billy
learns that hope can
grow out of despair.
Praise for Where the
Red Fern Grows A Top
100 Children’s Novel,
School Library
Journal A Must-Read
for Kids 9 to 14, NPR
A Great American
Read's Selection
(PBS) Winner of
Multiple State Awards
Over 14 million
copies in print! “A
rewarding book . . .
[with] careful,
precise observation,
all of it rightly
phrased....Very
touching.” —The New
York Times Book
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Review “One of the
great classics of
children’s literature
. . . Any child who
doesn’t get to read
this beloved and
powerfully emotional
book has missed out
on an important piece
of childhood for the
last 40-plus years.”
—Common Sense Media
“An exciting tale of
love and adventure
you’ll never forget.”
—School Library
Journal “A book of
unadorned
naturalness.” —Kirkus
Reviews “Written with
so much feeling and
sentiment that adults
as well as children
are drawn [in] with a
passion.” —Arizona
Daily Star “It’s a
story about a young
boy and his two
hunting dogs and . .
. I can’t even go on
without getting a
little misty.” —The
Huffington Post “We
tear up just thinking
about it.” —Time on
the film adaptation
Frankenstein
(Annotated and
Illustrated) Volume
Scholastic Inc.
A plane crashes on a
desert island and the
only survivors, a
group of schoolboys,
assemble on the beach

and wait to be
rescued. By day they
inhabit a land of
bright fantastic
birds and dark blue
seas, but at night
their dreams are
haunted by the image
of a terrifying
beast. As the boys'
delicate sense of
order fades, so their
childish dreams are
transformed into
something more
primitive, and their
behaviour starts to
take on a murderous,
savage significance.
First published in
1954, Lord of the
Flies is one of the
most celebrated and
widely read of modern
classics. Now fully
revised and updated,
this educational
edition includes
chapter summaries,
comprehension
questions, discussion
points, classroom
activities, a
biographical profile
of Golding,
historical context
relevant to the novel
and an essay on Lord
of the Flies by
William Golding
entitled 'Fable'.
Aimed at Key Stage 3
and 4 students, it
also includes a
section on literary

theory for advanced
or A-level students.
The educational
edition encourages
original and
independent thinking
while guiding the
student through the
text - ideal for use
in the classroom and
at home.
The Invisible Girl
Penguin
Gr 7 Up¿Drawing on
documented primary
sources and modern
scholarship, these
well-written books
separate fact from
myth and give readers
a detail-rich glimpse
into life during the
often gruesome Middle
Ages. Books are
primarily focused on
Western Europe, and
authors describe both
the rigid social and
religious structures
and the ignorance and
brutality that were
hallmarks of medieval
life. They also
explain how innovation
and expanded trade
with the Middle East
brought gradual
change, especially in
weaponry, warfare, and
medicine. Texts are
supplemented with
sidebars that provide
longer primary source
excerpts and
additional information
about related topics.
Illustrations, which
include a single map
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of medieval Europe and
color reproductions of
period art and
contemporary photos of
locations and weapons,
add little. These books
will help readers and
report writers
understand the reality
of medieval life. Good
choices for secondary
libraries.

Frindle Basic Books
(AZ)
Thirty-five
reproducible
activities per guide
reinforce basic
reading and
comprehension skills
while teaching high-
order critical
thinking. Also
included are teaching
suggestions,
background notes,
summaries, and answer
keys. The guide is
digital; simply print
the activities you
need for each lesson.
Timeless
Classics--designed
for the struggling
reader and adapted to
retain the integrity
of the original
classic. These
classic novels will
grab a student's
attention from the
first page. Included
are eight pages of
end-of-book
activities to enhance
the reading

experience.

Frankenstein
(Modern English
Translation) Feiwel
& Friends
A triumphant tale
of a young woman
and her difficult
childhood, The
Glass Castle is a
remarkable memoir
of resilience,
redemption, and a
revelatory look
into a family at
once deeply
dysfunctional and
wonderfully
vibrant. Jeannette
Walls was the
second of four
children raised by
anti-institutional
parents in a
household of
extremes.
Oxford Reading Tree
TreeTops Classics:
Level 17:
Frankenstein OUP
Oxford
Join Freddy and his
friends for another
1st grade
adventure! The
eighth in the
popular series by
an elementary
school teacher
who's seen it
all.Meet Freddy
Thresher, a boy who

has a nose for
trouble and a last
name that's made
him an expert on
sharks. You can
learn more about
sharks, too, in
Freddy's Shark
Journal at the back
of the book. And
see if you can find
the word "fin"
hidden in every
picture! With
content, humor,
characters, and
vocabulary that are
perfect for the
chapter-book
reader--it's time
to get ready for
Freddy!
Aeneid Book 1 OUP
Oxford
Retells, in graphic
novel format, Mary
Shelley's classic
tale of a monster,
assembled by a
scientist from parts
of dead bodies, who
develops a mind of
his own as he learns
to loathe himself and
hate his creator.

Where the Red Fern
Grows Simon and
Schuster
This novel
dramatizes an
incident that took
place in a
California school
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in 1969. A teacher
creates an
experimental
movement in his
class to help
students understand
how people could
have followed
Hitler. The results
are astounding. The
highly disciplined
group, modeled on
the principles of
the Hilter Youth,
has its own salute,
chants, and special
ways of acting as a
unit and sweeps
beyond the class
and throughout the
school, evolving
into a society
willing to give up
freedom for
regimentation and
blind obedience to
their leader. All
will learn a lesson
that will never be
forgotten.
Frankenstein Study
Guide Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt
These books are
intended to make
Virgil's Latin
accessible even to
those with a fairly
rudimentary knowledge
of the language.
There is a departure
here from the format
of the electronic

books, with short
sections generally
being presented on
single, or double,
pages and endnotes
entirely avoided. A
limited number of
additional footnotes
is included, but only
what is felt
necessary for a basic
understanding of the
story and the
grammar. Some more
detailed footnotes
have been taken from
Conington's edition
of the Aeneid.
The Giver Faber &
Faber
Living in a "perfect"
world without social
ills, a boy
approaches the time
when he will receive
a life assignment
from the Elders, but
his selection leads
him to a mysterious
man known as the
Giver, who reveals
the dark secrets
behind the utopian
facade.
Common Entrance 13+
English for ISEB CE
and KS3 Textbook
Answers Learning
Express (NY)
Rosina is secretly
engaged to Henry, the
son of her guardian
Sir Peter Vernon. On
discovering their
relationship, an

angry Sir Peter casts
her out into the
Welsh countryside and
to her death. When
Henry returns home,
he is heartbroken and
searches for Rosina’s
body, only to learn
of a villager’s tale
about ‘The Invisible
Girl’, a ghostly
figure that wanders
the woods at night.
‘The Invisible Girl’
(1832) is a short,
Gothic, ghost story
by the English writer
Mary Shelley, famous
for her best-selling
novel ‘Frankenstein’.
Mary Shelley
(1797–1851) was an
English author and
travel writer best
known for her ground-
breaking Gothic novel
‘Frankenstein’
(1818). Considered
one of the first true
works of science-
fiction, the book
became an instant
bestseller. It has
been adapted for TV,
stage and film on
many occasions, with
Boris Karloff
famously playing
Frankenstein’s
monster on screen in
1933. Other
adaptations include
‘Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein’ (1994)
starring Kenneth
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Branagh and Robert De
Niro and ‘Viktor
Frankenstein’ (2015)
starring Daniel
Radcliffe and James
McAvoy. Shelley’s
other novels include
Valperga (1823), The
Last Man (1826),
Perkin Warbeck
(1830), Lodore
(1835), Falkner
(1837) and the
posthumously
published Mathilde
(1959). However, she
will always be
remembered as the
creator of
Frankenstein. The
book continues to
influence filmmakers,
writers and popular
culture to this day,
inspiring and
terrifying new
audiences the world
over.

Does Frankenstein
Get Hungry? Knopf
Books for Young
Readers
A riveting look at
the scientific
roots of male
violence.
Read Write Inc.:
Phonics Handbook
Hodder Education
The hugely popular
early chapter book
series re-emerges --
now in e-book! The
Bailey School Kids
take a field trip to

a science museum,
where they meet Dr.
Victor and his
hulking assistant,
Frank. Secrets lurk
behind every door in
the spooky old
museum. What's Dr.
Victor doing in his
hidden lab? And could
Frank be
Frankenstein's
monster -- even
though he loves to
plant flowers?

A Brighter Sun
Ember
This is a laugh-out-
loud funny and
devilish send-up of
Ludwig Bemelmans's
Madeline for little
monsters
everywhere.
Frankenstein is the
scariest of all the
monsters in Miss
Devel's castle. He
can frighten
anything—animals,
parents, even
rocks. Until one
night, Miss Devel
wakes up and runs
downstairs to find
that Frankenstein
has lost his head!
Frankenstein by
Rick Walton and
illustrated by
Nathan Hale is a
delightful twist on
a classic story

that parents and
kids can both enjoy
together. This is
the perfect funny
picture book read
for Halloween or
the fall season.
Praise for
Frankenstein:
“Walton twists the
classic rhymes of
the original with
glee ('In two
crooked lines, they
bonked their heads
/ pulled out their
teeth / and wet
their beds') while
Hale reenacts each
scene with devilish
mayhem.” -Booklist
“The illustrations
have traded sunny
yellow for pumpkin
orange backgrounds
and make comically
sly allusions to
the original
title.” -Kirkus
Reviews
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